Ratios of strange antibaryons to baryons in the reaction S + Pb at 200 A GeV beam energy have been computed using a new version of the Fritiof event generator, Luciae, with collective string interaction and rescattering. Theoretical ratios of / , ? / , ? / and ? / ? are comparable with experimental data within the range of the deviation among the data of di erent collaborations. It seems to indicate that the ratios of production of strange antibaryons to baryons might be explained within a hadronic scenario.
signature of the QGP formation in ultrarelativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions 1].
Especially, the formation of a QGP phase during such collisions is expected to enhance the antibaryon yield with respect to that obtained from the HM phase.
Thus strangeness production has been studied with great interest over the past few years both experimentally and theoretically.
Due to the low yield and the serious contamination from parent decay, strangeness production is quite hard to measure. Although the reaction system and the acceptance window (as set for , , ? and ? in experiments) were quite di erent among the existing strangeness production data [2] [3] [4] [5] , all these data were assembled for comparison and have become known as the world data.
Therefore, the present state of the investigation of strangeness production is not yet very re ned. Strangeness production is also very di cult to deal with theoretically due to the low yield, the large number of contributing inelastic reactions and the limited knowledge of the relevant cross sections. In Table 1 are given the average multiplicity (averaged over 4000 generated events with a maximumimpact parameter 9 fm) of + and strangeness particles. 
